
Common App <> MajorClarity FAQs
(Beta Launch)

Requesting Teacher Evaluators (students)

FAQ #1 -- What is the process for students to add a Teacher Evaluator?

Inviting Teacher Evaluators is a two step process for students in MajorClarity. First, students
must build a shortlist of potential Teacher Evaluators. Then, they will navigate down to
individual schools and click to add a teacher from their shortlist to assign them school by
school.

Step 1: Invite teachers to build your ‘shortlist’ of potential recommenders

Step 2: View your invited teachers list



Step 3: Assign a Teacher Evaluator to a specific school(s)

FAQ #2 -- What is an “Other Recommender” and how do students request them?

Common App uses an important distinction between Teacher Evaluators and "Other
Recommenders". Many schools will require a certain number of Teacher Evaluators for an
application to be considered complete. Separately, some schools will allow for "Other
Recommenders" as well, but those do not satisfy the requirement for Teacher Evaluations. All
"Other Recommender" requests will go through Common App directly and can only go to
schools that allow/accept them (which must be determined by the student within their
Common App account).

FAQ #3 -- How does a student invite a non-MajorClarity integrated teacher to be a Teacher
Evaluator? (i.e. a former teacher who’s retired or at another school)

First, keep in mind the distinction between Teacher Evaluators and Other Recommenders -
does the student want the external teacher in question to provide an official Teacher
Evaluation, or to serve as an Other Recommender? In order for an external teacher to fulfill
the role of Teacher Evaluator, that will need to be a manual request that goes through
Common App.  The student should see the option to download a Teacher Evaluation PDF
form in their Common App account and provide it to the external teacher for them to
complete and submit manually to each college directly. Screenshot:



Connecting Common App Accounts -- students

FAQ #4 -- Does my student need to create an account with MajorClarity?

No! Remember, all students already have accounts created in MajorClarity. Please avoid
having students go through self-sign up. The vast majority of issues with connecting
Common App accounts is occurring through students creating duplicate accounts. When a
student goes through self-sign up, the account they create will not be linked to their school
district, and they will not see the ability to connect to Common App. For questions about how
to access MajorClarity, contact your MajorClarity account manager or use our support
services.



If a student is having trouble connecting their accounts, ask them if they’ve signed into their
school-assigned MajorClarity account (i.e. using their school email address). If they (or you)
do not see the Common App logo at the top of their ‘Application Center’ tab, this is one clue
that perhaps they went through self-sign up and need to switch accounts.

Teacher Evaluators

FAQ #5 -- A student has added me as a Teacher Evaluator, but I don’t see anything in my
Common App Requests tab.

This is similar to FAQ #1. It’s important to keep in mind that requesting a Teacher Evaluator is
a two-step process for students. When a teacher has been notified, but is not yet seeing any
active requests in their Common App Requests tab, this indicates that the student has added
them to their ‘shortlist’ of recommenders, but not yet assigned them to any specific schools.

*Please note this is something our team will be adjusting to prevent future confusion. In the future,
Teacher Evaluators will be notified once a student assigns them to a specific school.

FAQ #6 -- When I sign into MajorClarity, I don’t see any students.

If you are a teacher who has not historically been using MajorClarity, your student dashboard
may be empty by default. To use MajorClarity’s full features as a teacher / advisor, you will
need to instruct students you work with to add your classroom code to their profiles.
However, please note this step is not required to fulfill Common App requests!

Any Teacher Evaluation tasks you’ve been assigned for Common App will all be housed under
your Common App Requests tab, regardless of whether or not you have any students
displaying on your main dashboard. When you sign into MajorClarity, your default screen will
be your ‘Student’ dashboard, so simply navigate to the ‘Common App Requests’ tab instead.




